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I AM VERY PLEASED TO SPEAK HERE TONIGHT. IN
many ways, I have come to consider Salt Lake a second
home. And I’m particularly glad to have this chance to

speak at Sunstone, for the organization has given me a great
deal of help through the process of making this film. Many,
many times I’d call up to ask, “What does this mean?” or “How
can I find this person?” and would never go away without a
good framing or excellent lead. Everyone has been so won-
derful. I can’t even begin to say thank you.

Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow

For Thine is the Kingdom

Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow

Life is very long

—From T. S. Eliot, “The Hollow Man”

From genesis to completion, the creation of The Mormons
did not happen in six days; more like three-and-a-half long

years. As Lou Reed sings, “Between thought and expression
lies a lifetime.” Or as T. S. Eliot puts it, “Between the idea and
the reality . . . falls the shadow.”

Well, The Mormons didn’t take a lifetime, but at moments it
did seem to be a lifetime. One filled with a lot of shadow, but
also with pain and pleasure, with the sublime and the ridicu-
lous, with beauty and boredom, with horrific anxiety and
bursts of confidence. (To be honest, this is true in the making
of all documentaries.)

I. GENESIS

WHY DID I choose to examine the Mormons? Since the
early 1980s, I have been preoccupied with spiritual

themes, both in my life and as a filmmaker. My documentary
subjects have been varied, including youth gangs, the
McCarthy era, presidential candidates, the mentally ill, and the
photographer Richard Avedon. But whatever the subject, I feel
a special affinity with the spiritual landscape.

The transformative moment was the six months that I spent
in a Trappist monastery in 1981, preparing to shoot a ninety-
minute documentary for ABC. It was life-changing, personally
and professionally.

I came to know these men intimately. I interviewed all 120
monks before I selected the nineteen who would be in the
film. They confided in me their hopes and fears, their certain-
ties and questions, their sexual longings, their mid-life crises,
their closeness to God, and, for some, their estrangement from
God, even their sense of being abandoned by God. The abbot,
Tom Keating, used to joke that I knew more about the inner
lives of his monks than he did. I was affectionately called the
“Mother Confessor.”

The monks were fiercely honest, flawed as we all are, and
yet willing to face their weaknesses—as well as those of their
brothers—honestly and compassionately. They represented an
amazing cross section of America, ranging from an Andy
Warhol dropout, to a farmer, an electrician, a Dartmouth ’60s
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Helen Whitney on the set of Richard Avedon: Darkness and Light (1996)
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radical, an MIT scientist, and an advertising executive.
At the monastery, all stereotypes were broken. The

monastery was not a refuge. On the contrary, monastic life was
tough and demanding, as well as joyous and fun. It was a place
where people asked the big existential questions about ulti-
mate meaning: Why are we here? Where did we come from? What
is of ultimate value? Why must we die? These were questions I
was interested in, and the monks were asking them, not
avoiding them as many of us do through immersing ourselves
in our busy lives. I came to understand that the monastic life is
not exotic and “other”; it parallels the lives of those of us im-
mersed in society. From the early romantic enthusiasms that
brought the young monks into the monastery (so similar to the
early stages of any new relationship), to the mid-life question-
ings, and finally, to the late-life confrontation with mortality
and death, the monastic journey is the human journey writ
large.

The Monastery aired in 1981, and since then, virtually all of
my films explore some spiritual idea, even when the subject is
not explicitly religious. For example, in my ABC film about
mental illness, They Have Souls Too, I looked at the redemptive
power of love. In my documentary about juvenile violence,
Youth Terror: The View From Behind the Gun, I meditated on the
problem of evil. In my American Masters documentary, Richard
Avedon: Darkness and Light, I focused on the way that great
photographer expressed his spirituality and obsessions
through his portraits. He really did write his autobiography on
his sitters’ faces. In my Frontline film about presidential candi-
dates, The Choice 96: Dole and Clinton, I examined the shaping
influence of religion on their characters. For Clinton, it was his
Southern Baptist upbringing; for Dole, Methodism.

And then there were the two more explicitly religious films
for Frontline. In Faith and Doubt at Ground Zero, I explored the
spiritual aftershocks of September 11. In that public yet pri-
vate moment of vulnerability, people were willing to discuss
searching questions about God, evil, and religion itself. In my
biography, John Paul II: The Millennial Pope, I created a portrait
of a towering figure whose career intersected with almost every
important event in the twentieth century. The central ani-
mating idea of his life urged faith upon us all. He believed that
man was a believing animal and was lost without faith. He
raised the question: can man be good without God?

So, why the Mormons? Why did I choose this subject?
Because I am fascinated with radical religious commitment.
The commitment of the Trappist monks is total. And while the
monks and the Mormons are far apart in the way they lead
their lives, they share this radical commitment. Mormonism is
not a Sunday religion. It is not practiced just at coffee hour and
by occasionally helping out in the soup kitchen. It is all-en-
compassing. It is hard for me to imagine devoting so much
time to my church while also producing films and attending to
my family and friends. My head aches just thinking about it.
And yet, many of the Mormons I have come to know have
even more demanding jobs or larger families than I have, and
they somehow manage to pull it off.

I knew little about the Mormon religion and its history

when I started out. But at the same time, I didn't have any set
stereotypes. I had met a number of Mormons when I was in
graduate school in Chicago, so I already knew that Mormons
lived outside Utah, that they can be smart and fun, and that
they weren’t all polygamists.

These University of Chicago friends suggested that I read
Fawn Brodie’s biography of Joseph Smith, No Man Knows My
History. It was riveting, beautifully written, and not, as so
many feel, a debunking biography. Joseph Smith emerges from
its pages as one of the most complex, contradictory, and fasci-
nating religious leaders of all time. And his life was so dramatic
that if you scripted it for a Hollywood movie, it would be re-
jected as implausible. In fact, years ago, my co-writer Jane
Barnes and I did write a film treatment for such an HBO televi-
sion movie, and it was rejected for precisely those reasons.

Still, Joseph Smith as a character stayed with me, and I
eventually proposed The Mormons to WGBH in Boston, and, to
my surprise, they agreed. Almost immediately. They offered
me development money to begin preliminary research and to
write the script for a ninety-minute film. I can’t believe that I
ever thought ninety minutes would suffice!

II. SPECIAL CHALLENGES

FIRST I’LL ADDRESS the special challenges—and mine-
fields—facing a filmmaker, like me, whose main subject is

the spiritual landscape and whose focus over the last four years
has been the Mormon religion. We didn’t completely resolve
any of these questions, but we struggled with them.

Getting religious films made. Polls tell us that we are an intensely
religious country, and book editors know that if they put Jesus
in their title, sales rise exponentially; but television executives
fear the controversies surrounding religion. Religion is raw, it’s
powerful; executives see it as potentially touching the third
rail. Reporting on religion can be dangerous. Dante said it best:
“Abandon hope, all ye who enter here.” And Mormonism
presses a lot of buttons—more than I ever anticipated. As
Kathleen Flake said in the film about the complexities of the
baggage one brings to the study of Mormonism, and of Joseph
Smith in particular: it is “like a religious Rorschach test.”

The problem of access. Access is always a challenge for the doc-
umentary filmmaker, but it is especially so when the material
cuts so close to the bone. Whether it involves persuading
Trappist monks to let me inside their monastery to film their
“hidden life” or persuading the Mormon hierarchy to open
their doors, access is essential. 

I couldn’t have made this film without gaining the trust of
certain LDS leaders. Mormonism is a top-down church, and
while I could have spoken to many liberal or disaffected
Mormons and all the non-Mormon historians in America, I
would not have been able to explore the heart and mind of the
average faithful Mormon if the LDS hierarchy had put out the
word: “Don’t talk to her!” It would have been a very different
film. And hundreds of people did call the Church immediately
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after we contacted them. I used to joke with Michael Purdy in
the Public Affairs office that he had a second full-time job just
answering calls about us.

Why was the Church so open? I am not completely sure. I
know that by the time I sat down with Michael, the Church
had done its research. The key decision-makers had seen all of
my films; they had talked to people about me. Michael was
well aware of the Church’s reputation for being “closed” and
difficult for outsiders, especially journalists, to penetrate. He
said they wanted to change that perception. I think there was
an awareness that the walls were going to come down anyway.
Mitt Romney’s candidacy was going to put them under a klieg
light whether they liked it or not. So why not make their net-
work debut on PBS with a filmmaker, albeit an outsider, but
one whose work they liked? Church leaders had no control
over the content of the film, nor did they ever try to get such
control. They never previewed the film. They saw it with the
rest of the nation when it aired on 30 April and 1 May 2007.

The problem of biases. How do you properly make use of, but
not be used by, your own biases? With religion, most of us
bring plenty of biases to the table. More so when that religion
is Mormonism.

I am a questioner. So are my friends, both the believers and
the unbelievers. I am drawn to these people, and I put them in
my films. These are the people who are asking the big ques-
tions about life and death and ultimate meaning. I am not
drawn to those who think they have the answers.

However, while researching my religious films, I occasion-
ally meet people who possess a surreal certainty. Their faith
seems uninflected by doubt. It can be maddening. It can be in-
furiating. For example, some survivors of 9/11 believed that
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With Armand Assante at the Sundance Institute, circa 1981
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they had been saved by God’s plan and didn’t seem to ponder
that others, then, must have been incinerated through God’s
plan.

With Mormons, as varied as they are, one useful generaliza-
tion can be made: this religion emphasizes certainty—
“knowing.” Doubt and questioning undermine faith and are
dangerous. For me, faith is a flickering flame in the dark; it is
intimately and inextricably connected to doubt. Light and
dark, faith and doubt are different sides of the same coin. So I

was stunned by my first LDS testimony meeting where people
got up and said, “I know.” Not “believe,” not “hope,” not “in-
tuit,” but the ubiquitous phrase: “I know this church to be
true. I know that Joseph Smith is the one true prophet. . . .” As
I came to know many Latter-day Saints, I began to understand,
however, that even their certainty—so foreign and off-putting
to me—can be a many-layered, complex response to the
Divine.

The esthetic challenge. Esthetic challenges are especially com-
plex in spiritual films because your subject is the ineffable. The
invisible. How do you illuminate spiritual themes such as be-
lief and unbelief, the absence of God, the presence of God in
epiphanies, or signals of transcendence embedded in our
everyday lives? How do you find the apt image that is neither
too literal nor too abstract? And if the religion is shockingly lit-
eral—as Mormonism is—how do you suggest this literal
quality without allowing the visual metaphors to be too ob-
vious and merely illustrative?

The dance sequence in The Mormons is a good example of
this problem and its solution. It is also my favorite sequence in
the film. Dance is used as a metaphor to suggest the essence of
Mormonism: a religion, as Terryl Givens declares in the film,
with an embodied god; one that collapses sacred distance be-
tween man and God; a religion that seems to celebrate the
body. Unfortunately, what was successful about this se-
quence—its indirectness and subtlety—can be puzzling and
disorienting for some people. When you’re trying to convey
something that is ultimately ineffable, this kind of reaction is
inevitable.

The information balance. How much information is too much
information? This was an especially vexing problem for this
film because the public knows so little about the Mormons. I

knew I had to provide a foundation for the viewer but not to
slow the film by filling it with icebergs of historical data.
Equally vexing was the problem of describing some but not all
of Mormonism’s complex religious ideas without getting lost in
a theology lesson.

I had to constantly decide to what extent I could sketch the
bricks and mortar of Mormonism’s history but at the same
time help viewers recognize that we were dealing with some-
thing quite different than the history of a bank or the investi-

gation of a political party. I wanted to bring the viewers “in-
side” so they could experience the ecstatic leap-of-faith
element at the heart of all religions while at the same time un-
folding what is distinctive about this particular religion. As al-
ways, the devil is in the details, finding the “right” details to
share. 

Fitting it all in. I’ve mentioned how this project grew from a
ninety-minute film to a four-hour cooperative venture for
Frontline and American Experience, but even with more time to
tell the Mormon story, I still had to struggle with very difficult
decisions about what I could include in the final cut. For in-
stance, in the act on “Family,” Trevor Southey discusses the ex-
perience of being gay and Mormon in a church that celebrates
family. He describes his own choices, which involved leaving
the faith. Yet as wonderfully textured as Trevor’s interview was,
I was always uncomfortable having it stand for all gay
Mormons. I worked very hard to find time for other gay
Mormons, in particular those who struggle to remain chaste
and within the Church. Ultimately I couldn’t find the time for
very moving interviews with people such as Rex Goode and Ty
Mansfield. Their voices on this issue, as well as vibrant tellings
of incredible journeys of both faith and doubt, remain in my
six-hour director’s cut as well as in my heart and soul.

The question of tone. When focusing on spiritual figures of such
epic size as John Paul II and Joseph Smith, the challenge is one
of subtlety and balance. These are men who give new meaning
to the word “contradictions.” To his devout followers, John
Paul II is an almost God-like figure; for his detractors—among
them the novelist Mary Gordon and other liberals who criti-
cized my film—he is closer to a devil. Likewise Joseph Smith.
For scholars such as Harold Bloom and many believing Latter-
day Saints, Brother Joseph is an “unparalleled authentic

I am a questioner. So are my friends, both the believers 
and the unbelievers. I am drawn to these people, and I put
them in my films. These are the people who are asking the
big questions about life and death and ultimate meaning. 
I am not drawn to those who think they have the answers.
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American religious genius.” To his critics, Joe Smith is a trans-
parent charlatan. 

Joseph Smith certainly is a leader whose coat has many
colors: a Malcolm X, a frontier Bill Clinton, an American
Moses. His life alternated between dramas of annihilation and
resurrection. His followers called him a seer and revelator, a
true prophet, a good family man; apostates joined his enemies,
calling him “lascivious, deceiving, and tyrannical.” For some
people, there is no problem whatsoever with these kinds of

contradictions. As the Yale scholar Gilbert Bond said to us,
“Yes, there is violence, lying, and theft in Joseph’s history, but
what is the net result? The prophet has given birth to a nation,
always a messy business. There is an undeniable streak of ge-
nius in Smith. There is an undeniable streak of criminality.
That’s always true in religion and in most of the great religious
leaders.” 

Still, for a filmmaker, the challenge remains: How do you
avoid both the hagiography of the devout and the reflexive cri-
tique of the skeptics? How do you move beyond the extremes
without succumbing to another trap: the overly respectful bal-
anced portrait that is without edge and complexity? In the case
of Smith, such a portrait would strip him not only of his bold-
ness and visionary insights but also of his recklessness and the
ruthlessness that made him both loved and hated. And then, if
you do embrace these contradictions, how do you avoid
making endless, unresolved contradiction itself the goal and,
therefore, finally an evasion? 

The question of psychology. How do you apply the lens of psy-
chology to religious figures without your portrait becoming re-
ductive? For example, how was I to reveal the personal as well
as the theological roots of John Paul’s beliefs without trivial-
izing him? His views about the Virgin Mary and women are in-
extricably connected to the early death of his mother. How was
I to portray the human as well as the spiritual roots of the
calling of each of the Trappist monks without diminishing the
mystery and power of such promptings? In the case of Joseph
Smith, there is richly suggestive biographical material from
which to draw a psychological portrait—the relationship with
his failed father, his powerful mother, the death of his brother
Alvin, the horrific operation on his leg, and much more. But if
you choose to draw them, the connections mustn’t feel heavy-
handed; they must be handled with subtlety and delicacy.

Joseph’s anguished cry, “No man knows my history,” is deeply
modern—postmodern, in fact. He is a man who can’t put his
history together and is experimenting with his many selves.

The problem of truth claims. The greatest challenge is in de-
ciding how to handle the truth claims inherent in any religion.
Do you bracket truth claims, as most serious historians do,
and focus on how the religion is lived out and why it does or
does not succeed? It’s awfully hard, as many scholars warned

me, to crawl inside someone’s revelations, whether it be those
of Martin Luther, Joan of Arc, or Joseph Smith. 

It is especially tempting to try to “get to the real truth” when
examining a recent religion like Mormonism, born in the era
of the printing press. As the University of Chicago historian of
religion Martin Marty often remarks, Mormonism is so new,
there is “no place to hide.” But if you do decide to explore, as
we did, some of the controversial questions hovering around
Smith’s character and his prophetic claims, you still have to
wrestle with the appropriate tone to take: Argumentative?
Inquisitorial? Neutral? Respectful? And, finally, you have to ask
whether you are applying a double standard when you focus
on all the messiness of Joseph Smith’s life and the lack of proof
for the Book of Mormon when at the same time you give a free
pass to venerable older faiths whose own messiness is conven-
iently lost in the mists of time.

One of the most fascinating and thought-provoking conver-
sations we had in making the film was with the Hebrew Bible
scholar Jacob Neusner. He reminded us with some amuse-
ment—a tone he reserves for journalists—that the exodus
from Egypt has not yielded archeological support of any kind,
and, of course, that the Hebrew scriptures, which begin with
the Creation, have no eyewitnesses. For Neusner, a religion
that begins in modern times has neither more advantage nor
more disadvantage over a religion that began three thousand
years ago. Sacred narratives can’t be judged by secular plausi-
bility: you judge a narrative by its power to change lives and by
people’s willingness to believe in it.

III. THE RESEARCH PHASE

FOR ME, AND this is not true for all documentary pro-
ducers, the research phase is the most creative (and the

most anxiety-producing) part of the entire process. I don’t

How do you avoid both the hagiography of the devout
and the reflexive critique of the skeptics? How do you

move beyond the extremes without succumbing 
to another trap: the overly respectful balanced 

portrait that is without edge and complexity?
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know where I am going. I may know the general outline of my
various subjects—Mormons, juvenile delinquency, 9/11—but
at the start, I am clueless as to what the film is really about or
how to shape it. Half of the time I’m sure I have made a mis-
take and want to bail out. The great temptation is to start
pulling the reins and prematurely narrow my focus. So I force
myself to cast my net widely: To talk to everyone. To read
broadly. To accept the terror of being in the dark.

What did I do in this anxiety-producing period during the
making of The Mormons? I figured out pretty quickly who were
the big thinkers. And with the help of one of them, Jan Shipps
(who later became one of my consultants), I started going to
conferences such as the Mormon History Association, Western
History Association, and the John Whitmer Historical
Association. The folks from Community of Christ (formerly
RLDS) were a perfect entry point. They welcomed me into
their world with graciousness and trust. My conversations
with Robert Flanders were memorable, and he became an un-
official consultant. Next, we started talking to the scholars and
intellectuals who write for SUNSTONE and Dialogue. They were
extraordinarily generous with their time and archives. One
person led to another.

I wanted to talk to the “full Monty” of contemporary
Mormons—Latter-day Saints at every place on the contin-
uums of belief and geography. So I set out to meet Mormons in
Utah, outside Utah, and outside of the U.S. I wanted to meet
people from all professions, and those who were as spiritually

and intellectually diverse as possible. I spent time in several
wards. I virtually lived with two Mormon families. I walked
with missionaries on the sweltering streets of Atlanta and on
freezing days in Harlem.

I also started to explore the territory of contemporary
polygamy, that of Big Love rather than Warren Jeffs. I was
looking for a window into the world of nineteenth-century
polygamy, searching for Mormons today who feel they are
living the Principle and believe that they are the “true
Mormons.” I wanted to understand polygamy in a visceral,
lived-out way. 

In the world of scholars, I tried to talk to everyone I could,
Mormon and non-Mormon, professional and amateur. I
sought out the obvious voices, such as Jan Shipps, Bob
Flanders, Carmon Hardy, Robert Millet, Will Bagley, Harold
Bloom, Jon Butler, Michael Quinn, Martin Marty, Kathleen
Flake, Howard LaMar, Mario de Pillis, Ron Walker, Jim Allen,
Val Avery, Richard Bushman, and Tom Alexander. People
started to send us books and articles. Liz Dulaney from the

University of Illinois Press was extraordinarily generous, as
was Tom Kimball of Signature Books. I was stunned by the
number of amateur Mormon historians. These people have
day jobs as doctors, architects, and lawyers but spend their
nights researching some corner of Mormon history. By the end
of the film, I had hundreds of books in my basement library.
By the end of the research period, we had spoken to close to a
thousand individuals. Most of these conversations were tran-
scribed and compiled in what the team calls “Helen’s Big Black
Books.”

In the early stages of research, I’ll admit to great concern—
and “great” would be an understatement. Many of the conver-
sations I had were boring, not illuminating. All too often, his-
torians were unduly attached to a small piece of the picture
and were unable to stand back and see it whole. The gulf be-
tween the faith-promoting folks and the “let the chips fall
where they may” folks was huge.

I was also startled by how little non-Mormon scholars in the
comparative religion world knew about Mormonism. With ob-
vious exceptions such as Harold Bloom, Martin Marty, Elaine
Pagels, and Jacob Neusner, there were few outside the faith
who were capable of making connections between
Mormonism and other religions, or who were interested in
asking searching questions. Bloom is an interesting case. He is
the biggest thinker, and yet he seems extravagant in his appre-
ciation of Joseph Smith and equally extravagant in his con-
demnation of contemporary Mormonism.

Early on, the dissidents were the most interesting while the
faithful frequently expressed themselves in pieties. I was not
finding storytellers who could capture the astoundingly dra-
matic narrative of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Mormonism. I was hearing only dry exegesis—factually accu-
rate, but detached and academic. I needed narrative voices
that were objective, yes, but urgent and personal as well.
People who in their description would begin to answer the
foundational questions of viewers: Why should we care? Why in
my busy life should I take the time to learn about this strange faith?
I heard about people who had recently died who would have
been perfect: Hal Schindler, Sterling McMurrin, Eugene
England, Dean May, and, of course, Wallace Stegner. I just
wasn’t meeting the right living narrators. At this point, I felt
like abandoning the film. I already knew that we would need
more than ninety minutes to do justice to the subject and that
it would involve backbreaking financial efforts to raise enough
money to make this happen. Meanwhile, I didn’t have my
voices, nor my themes. I, too, was lost in a corner of the
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I force myself to cast my net widely: To talk to 
everyone. To read broadly. To accept

the terror of being in the dark.
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smaller picture. I was in the shadow between the idea and the
reality.

Then I had several breakthroughs. I found a spectacular
family who lived in Denver. Faithful to the core but without
piety. They were devout but open to questioning. They were
Democrats, had ten kids, and the grandparents were
Holocaust survivors. A rich bundle of contradictions. They
were also a family whose faith was being tested in front of me
as they struggled with the possibility of their daughter’s death
from a rare heart/lung disease. They were living out these big
bold ideas.

I next found a truly smart, elegant, conservative thinker
who was able to articulate expansive ideas about not only his
own faith but its connection to other religions. He was able to
acknowledge a period of doubt in his own life. He could speak
about the shadow side of Mormonism. He was able to do all of
this with poetry and precision—and with passion. This was
Terryl Givens.

Soon after, I met other devout believers who also spoke
with conviction and elegance, and, when necessary, with

sound and fury. I am thinking especially of Kathleen Flake.
And then, finally, I met my storyteller, a non-Mormon: Ken

Verdoia, the director of documentaries at KUED, Salt Lake
City’s PBS affiliate.

I knew then that I had a film.

IV. MAKING THE FILM

AT THIS POINT, my co-writer Jane Barnes and I took six
weeks and hammered out a script or “treatment.” The

writing of the treatment (in this case, sixty pages long) is al-
ways a terrifying process. I have to select my defining themes
and events. I knew I wanted to make not a chronological his-
tory but a thematic portrait. Chronological presentations are
deadly for television. They aren’t what television does best.
Television can never compete with an article or a book. Nor
should it. The art of television lies in compression, in ex-
ploring the emotional subtext as well as the text. All too often
television documentaries are boring infomercials. The art is to
marry crucial information with emotional layering.
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Preparing for an interview on the set of The Mormons
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Jane and I eventually chose ten defining themes or events in
Mormonism. They became the ten acts of the film: Revelation,
Exodus, Mountain Meadows, Polygamy, The Great
Accommodation, Missionaries, Dissenters, Family, Temple,
and Epilogue. We showed the treatment to our consultants.
Without exception, they were enthusiastic, though not
without their criticisms. I then showed it to WGBH, and with
their approval, I started to prepare for shooting.

Ups and downs. The pre-production and production period is
always full of highs and lows. I start with the lows. People
backed out at the last minute. Not many, but enough to wreak
havoc. There was the brilliant young Mormon man at the peak
of his fury against the church. He was dying to go on-camera
when I met him. But the day of the interview, having flown to

California at our expense, he disappeared. A young Mormon
woman had come out as a lesbian—her mother supported
her, her sister did not, yet they remained very close. All to-
gether they showed how many different—even conflicting—
voices the church could support. But then the sister's husband,
a bishop, would not let her participate. He was too furious at
his sister-in-law going public. An ex-Mormon refused to show
up for the interview because he was afraid that I wasn’t
painting a sufficiently dark portrait of Mormonism. We argued
for hours. I felt his revised self-portrait did not do justice to the
complexity of his experience—nor his intelligence. Ultimately,
he agreed to be interviewed, though he was concerned that I
would not honor his more critical judgments of Mormonism.
He worried that it would be “too rosy a portrait.” Later I heard
through mutual friends that he was surprised by the fairness of
our film. We interviewed some contemporary ex-polygamist
wives who had left their marriages and would rant to us about
the evils of all polygamists, never allowing that there might be
exceptions. They too have lambasted us for not including their
black-and-white portrait of contemporary polygamy. 

Some people we interviewed—not many—froze in front of
the camera, others rambled, some refused to revisit stories we
had discussed earlier. There were a few interview subjects who
became so upset and tearful discussing an experience that I
had to turn the camera off. Even after we had discussed attire
for the camera—the problem with certain colors and tex-
tures—several arrived in polka dots and stripes, and we had to
take off our own clothes to dress them.

But these were the rare interviews. Most people gave the
performance—and I choose the word carefully—of their lives.
We spent considerable time preparing each and every person.
My procedure is to go over in a general way what we will be
talking about long before anyone arrives in front of a camera.
There are no surprises with me. No ambushes. I feel a tremen-
dous responsibility for each person I interview. I want them to
be as articulate, as authentic, and as moving as they can pos-
sibly be. 

The art of the interview. Who is the ideal interview, for me? Who
makes it into the film and who hits the cutting room floor? I
am looking for someone—whether expert or amateur, insider
or outsider—who can communicate with urgency and pas-
sion, whose head and heart are equally involved, who uses the

pronoun “I” instead of the pompous “we believe,” who is not
on automatic pilot and whose language is fresh and uniquely
his or hers. I am not looking for someone whose approach to
the material is academic, a career move.

I am an active interviewer. I frequently ask people to restate
their answers. To compress. To enlarge. To deepen. To provide
feeling that is lacking. To provide a topic sentence. And on and
on. It’s a thrill when I get a person to talk about the ineffable
with poetry and precision, to get them to strip away the
generic language of piety, the dread spiritual jargon that can
kill a film, to say nothing of a genuine human encounter.
Frequently people emerge from their on-camera experience
pleased but exhausted.

Of my interviews for The Mormons, who were the big sur-
prises and disappointments? In the surprise category, Betty
Stevenson. Betty is a black convert who had lived a tough life
on the streets. She was a breath of fresh air. She is a smart
woman whose language is juicy, irreverent, soulful—funny.
She acknowledged the wildness of the Mormon story in her
now famous statement: “The missionaries told me the most
preposterous story about gold plates, a white boy, and a dead
angel.” By making this preemptive strike, she drew in the
skeptics in the non-Mormon audience. I continually hear
about her from those who write us.

Marlin Jensen was also a stunning surprise. My experience
during twenty-five years of making films has been that the
higher you go up the food chain of power—whether in poli-
tics, the corporate world, academia, or religion—the more you
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must abandon hope of getting fresh, unrehearsed answers.
People in power are always second-guessing themselves. Their
language is stale, willfully opaque, These interviews give new
meaning to inauthenticity. Not so with Elder Jensen. His inter-
view is arguably the most remarked upon. As the New York
Times review concluded: “You believe him.” Why? I think it’s
the freshness of his language. It is unrehearsed; he isn’t pious;
he admits the difficulties; he isn’t constantly measuring the ef-
fect of his words. The Church would be well advised to make
him an even more public face of Mormonism.

The interview with Apostle Boyd K. Packer was my biggest
disappointment. I had hoped that one of the most influential
voices in the Church would own what he had said and written
in the past. I had hoped that he would expand on his writing
and lighten and give texture to the monochromatic, dark por-

trait many people have of him. But he refused, responding
only briefly in terse sentences. Even to the softball questions.
However, I credit him for agreeing to be interviewed—and it
went on for hours. Yes, it was a failure, but I consider it my
failure as well.

Physical challenges. Aside from the challenges of the interviews,
many physical elements seemed to conspire against us. There
were unexpected rainstorms, and we lost sunsets and sunrises.
Equipment mysteriously disappeared. Hotels lost our reserva-
tions—and once, I wished the motel next to a garbage dump
had lost our reservation! These are moments when filmmakers
ask: What are we doing? Is this how grownups should spend
their lives?

The editing phase. The real moment of truth comes once
shooting is finished. I disappear into an editing room for a
month with my editor, Ted Winterborne. Some filmmakers
live for shooting, but I approach it with dread. Editing is the
high point for me. It’s a time of peace and quiet. I have all of
my materials. I have my roadmap—the treatment. I can retreat
into my room and close the door. In the shooting phase, every-
thing that can go wrong will go wrong. It is an exhausting
mini-war where the forces of weather, money, technology, peo-
ple’s schedules, and difficult temperaments all conspire against
you. When editing, I am in control. 

Ted and I first screened everything in twelve-hour days of
panic, exhilaration, and weariness as we realized the long

journey ahead. As we viewed the material, however, both of us
felt it was compelling. We knew our film was there. But we
were also exhausted because we knew there would be so much
material to cut and weave together. We had six months to pre-
pare the rough cut, and then another four months for the fine
cut. It was a difficult period for all of us.

Music. The music I chose vexed a number of people. People ei-
ther loved my selections or hated them. This was the first time
my music selections aroused controversy. Music for my films is
something that I am known for. It’s my signature. Record com-
panies frequently contact PBS to try to create CDs from my
soundtracks.

I almost always score my films from my own record collec-
tion. The few times I have used a composer have not been suc-

cessful. The selections for The Mormons came from Chopin,
Schubert, Prokofiev, Mormon hymns, Beethoven, and others.
The defining theme that opens and closes the show is from
Prokofiev’s Second Piano Concerto. It was late afternoon in my
living room when I first heard this music. I had gone through
hundreds of selections—and found nothing. Then I heard the
Prokofiev. It was an “ah-ha!” moment. It seemed perfect, and I
felt enormous relief. Later, some Mormons criticized it because
it was so somber. The executive producers didn’t like it be-
cause they thought it was “overwrought.” The word from most
viewers, however, has been positive.

Why did I use it? I heard in this music a number of dif-
ferent, though not contradictory, qualities that for me cut to
the heart of Mormonism. The opening theme has a simple
chord structure and stately rhythms that have the feel of an
epic story. The music evokes a long, difficult journey. The main
theme is in a major key; it has a traditional melody that grows
and thickens and modulates. Yet under it, there are fragments
of darker more dissonant melodies, complicating the surface. I
believe this musical sequence beautifully captures the com-
plexity of the Mormon experience, the darkness and light.

V. REFLECTIONS ON MORMON PERCEPTIONS

MORMONS HAVE ALWAYS had a strange hold on the
American imagination. What is the source of this fear?

Mainstream Americans have kept Mormons at bay with
generic portrayals, whether it’s Mormons as licentious polyga-
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mists or as pioneer heroes, subversives or super-patriots.
Whether benign or dark, most images have been thin and
without complexity.

While the dark images recede, some of the fear remains.
And its expression today can be startling. For the Slate.com
writer, Jacob Weisberg, “Mormonism is Scientology plus 150
years.”

Having spent these past few years deeply immersed in the
Mormon universe, I am often asked for my own assessments of
Mormonism’s place within the American religious landscape.
To what extent are Mormons simply the innocent victims of
the universal need to demonize the “other”? To what extent are
these fears simply the result of ignorance, so that once the
Mormons explain themselves, all shall be well? To what extent
do Mormons unintentionally participate in their negative rep-
utation, offer up grist for many mills? I’m not certain, but here
are my thoughts.

Fear. According to pollsters, a substantial number of
Americans distrust the Mormons and would never vote for
one for president. After four years of talking with both Saints
and Gentiles about Mormonism, I am surprised by the en-
during intensity of the fear many Americans have about
Mormons, but I’m only slightly sympathetic with Mormon de-
fensiveness. 

When I started out, I was unaware of the intensity of the
persecution the Mormons faced in the nineteenth century. I
agree that no other American religion has been so perse-
cuted. No other American religion has aroused so much fear
and hatred, though the Catholics in the nineteenth century
were a close second. None has been the object of so much
ridicule, misinformation, and falsehood. And while there is
no excuse for the violence, looking at the nineteenth-century
context, one can understand some of the fears and misunder-
standing Gentiles had. In the film, Terryl Givens and
Kathleen Flake talk at length about why the Mormons might
have been perceived as politically, economically, and spiritu-
ally threatening.

As the Mormons moved into the mainstream in the twen-
tieth and twenty-first centuries, the mockery was gentler. The
new stereotypes are more benign: Mormons now are perceived
as industrious, moneymakers, pious, patriotic, slightly boring,
and, of course, Republican. Yet secrecy and polygamy still lurk
in the background.

Ignorance. It is hard to overestimate the amount of ignorance
surrounding Mormons. The Mormons are, as has been said to
me at various gatherings, a cult, a theocracy. They still practice
polygamy, no matter what they say; they worship Angel
Moroni; they worship Joseph Smith; they live exclusively in
Utah. And on and on.

At an advance screening of the film at the offices of The New
Yorker for that magazine’s devoted and unusually literate
readers, a man in the audience asked me in all seriousness
whether Mormons were allowed to read books or watch televi-
sion. And weren’t they all farmers because they lived in Utah?
He thought Utah was a rural state devoid of industry.

Secrecy. The old chestnut. It never seems to go away. Why? We
live in a time of total transparency. People are shouting their
innermost secrets on rooftops, on Oprah, or on the steps of
their churches. In politics, transparency is considered the best
disinfectant against corruption. But the LDS temple remains a

no-fly zone for outsiders. You can chant “sacred but not secret”
until the sun goes down, but the temple drives people crazy.
Even the fair-minded evangelical theologian Dr. Richard
Mouw, who is one of the Mormons’ greatest friends, wonders
about the secrecy of the temple.

Slipperiness. Mormons don’t tell us what they believe. I can’t
tell you the number of times I have heard this criticism. My ex-
perience has been that it is the rare devout Mormon who will
own the big, bold ideas of Mormonism when speaking with
non-Mormons. When asked about Joseph’s powerful final vi-
sion about humans becoming Gods, they usually substitute
“godlike” instead. Even LDS Church President Gordon B.
Hinckley, when asked by Larry King about the man/God the-
ology, seemed to disown it. “We don’t know much about these
things,” is what he said. And then President Hinckley comes
home to Utah and discusses the interview with a large group of
Mormons and basically says, of course we know about these
beliefs. Don’t listen to what I said on Larry King Live.

Polygamy, I am told by some Mormons, was never really
central to Mormon belief. The Beehive House tour guides
never even mention Brigham’s fifty-plus wives. Nor is
polygamy mentioned in the Joseph Smith exhibition at the
Library of Congress that the Church helped create.

Some say that barring blacks from the priesthood was never
official doctrine; it was simply a practice. But isn’t this a se-
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mantic difference that denies its importance? It was a practice
that was accepted as doctrine with profound implications for
white and black Mormons.

Mormons aren’t making absolutist claims, so I am told; they
are just adding a new scripture, a new fullness. They aren’t
claiming the sole truth. And yet, salvation, according to
Mormons, is achieved only through Mormon ordinances. That
sounds pretty absolutist to many who consider the purposes of
LDS temple and missionary work. 

I know that Mormons are wounded by not being consid-
ered Christian. Many have told me this. Fair enough. But in all
honesty, do Mormons truly believe that Christians are truly
Christian? Not if you take your theology seriously. There is the
sense that you want it both ways. And you are not the only
ones. Pope Benedict XVI’s recent statements suggest that he,
too, wants it both ways. According to him, other religions,
even Christian denominations are “deficient,” and yet at the
same time, even he would say that Protestants are in some way
undeniably Christian. The Pope has been—appropriately—
criticized for his absolutism and his slipperiness.

I am sympathetic to those who tell me that Mormons feel
protective of their different beliefs because they are so often
ridiculed. In fact, Apostle Dallin Oaks mentioned this to me
when I asked him about the Church’s reticence in acknowl-
edging its polygamous past. My response is: Own your beliefs,
don’t shave off the rough edges so they fit the mainstream
Christian mold. Step into the ring with the rest of us, take your
knocks, or the smell of evasiveness and deceit will persist.

Smugness. People who are uneasy about Mormons sometimes
say Mormons are smug. They speak about Mormon certainty,
which I discussed earlier. They are baffled by the phrase, “I
know.” Mormon certainty can seem presumptuous, even arro-
gant. Of course, “born again” Christians and evangelicals are
dogmatic in their certainties. Still, that phrase “I know” espe-
cially rankles.

Power. Mormons are powerful. They’re disproportionately
overrepresented in Congress, in academia, in the CEO world.
The same is true about the Jews, and periodically they get
slammed for it. And, yes, the “Jewish lobby” does exist, and it
does exert an amazing amount of power. And that is a tribute
to the Jews who organize so well in their own self-interest. But
along with that disproportionate amount of power comes envy
and resentment and a suspicion that the tribe will always come
first. Mormons need to develop a thicker skin about that.

Hypocrisy. Mormons do not have a monopoly on leaders or fol-
lowers with feet of clay. All religions have their share of flawed
human beings. But when Mormons proclaim their virtues so
loudly, there is danger of being accused of hypocrisy. One ex-
ample is Mormon belief in the family—in the eternal family. I
do believe that Mormons have placed an importance on family
that is different in degree and kind than that of other religions.
And I have been impressed by that—even envious. But at the
same time, and this is an irony frequently commented upon,

the Mormon “family” seems to include only those members of
the family who fit. For a religion so centered on family, many
of its members—whether its gay members or those who have
left the faith—have been harshly rejected in the name of
family values. 

Theology. For Terryl Givens, “it’s the theology.” He thinks it is
the shocking literalness of Mormon theology that discomfits
people. It is the Mormon belief that God has a body, that the
golden plates were real, that when we die we go to a concrete
and specific heaven. Mormonism, at least at this point in its
history, refuses to take the journey into metaphor that so many
other faiths have. Givens believes that the Mormons’ collapse
of sacred distance between God and man is the unique
Mormon heresy that truly offends—and that it will continue
to do so. Most people, he feels, are only comfortable with be-
lieving in a God that is ineffable and removed, that creates awe
but not intimacy. 

Givens’s assessment is right. Mormon theology is going to
strike many as unique, and, in some cases, it will be off-
putting. But it is also fascinating in its boldness and boundless
enthusiasm, not only for the way it takes the American Dream
and writes it large—not only can a poor person become presi-
dent, he or she can also become God—but also for its ability
to call people to their best selves, which are selves in commu-
nity with other unique and potentially divine beings. 

I ’M AMAZED THAT after four years of immersion in
Mormonism, after I have put the film The Mormons to bed,
that I haven’t put Mormonism behind me. It’s a part of me

and will always be. Just as those Trappist monks I sojourned
with twenty-five years ago are still with me.

As I move into the years where questions of mortality press
in on me, when friends die too soon, I am increasingly com-
pelled by the Mormons’ largely successful efforts to conquer
death, or at least the terror of it. As I have said before, many of
my friends come straight off the pages of a Graham Greene
novel. They are interesting, fiercely honest, compassionate
people who are doubters. Doubt is what defines them.
Sometimes they even doubt their doubt. They are loyal friends
and great companions on life’s journey. But there are times, like
when waiting for the results of a troubling mammography or
comforting a dying friend, that I search out different company
—and that has included some of my new Mormon friends.
There are other times when I feel questioning is overrated and
the leap of faith which can’t be willed is truly a gift. And it is in
these moments that I wonder whether my flickering faith, this
whistling in the dark, is about as good as it gets—and possibly
is, in its own way, the real thing.

As I said at the start, I like exploring religious landscapes,
and I found the Mormon spiritual landscape to be as intriguing
and unforgettable as the physical landscapes of Mormon
Country. It turned out to be a rich subject to which to dedicate
my creative energies over the last years, and I thank all who
have helped me.

I hope that I have done it justice.   
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